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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To control the positions of CCD elements in a

wide range and also
to reduce the position shifts of the CCD elements to
improve the repair
workability by bonding the joining members provided
separate from each other on
the side face of every prism member to the holding members
of the CCD elements.

CONSTITUTION: Three joining members 104 of almost same
shapes are fixed on
the side face of every prism member 102 with an adhesive,
etc . , and a color
separation prism 99 is fixed to a photographing lens 101
via a prism base 100.
Then three solid-state image pickup elements (CCD elements)
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103 are adhered to
the CCD metallic parts (holding members) 105 in every CCD
block. An alignment
pattern is photographed by such elements 103- The position
of the CCD block of
each color is adjusted, and the pasty solder applied onto
the joining face of
every member 104 is heated and fused by a laser beam. Thus
the members 104 are
joined to the metallic parts 105.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the solid state camera television which used a solid

state image pickup device and color-separation prism, such as CCD, or for videocassette recorders.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally, with a multi-plate type color camera solid state camera, color-

separation prism decomposes image pick-up light into two or more color components, the image pick-up

output which inputs the photographic subject image of each color component into a solid state image

pickup device, and is obtained is compounded, and color video signals, such as NTSC, are formed and

outputted. Under the present circumstances, the photographic subject image of each color component

picturized by two or more solid state image pickup devices must be dramatically laid on top of a

precision. For this reason, alignment of the solid state image pickup device must be carried out to mum
order (less than 1 pixel of a solid state image pickup device), and it must be fixed to color-separation

prism.

[0003] The thing is known as a solid state image pickup device is conventionally shown below as a solid

state camera which carried out alignment to the precision and which was fixed to it.

[0004] [Conventional example [ of ** a 1st ] (JP,61-3572,A)] drawing 7 is the block diagram showing

the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of the 1st conventional example. Here, the end-

face plate 202 which has opening is attached in the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 201

which constitutes color-separation prism, and the solid state image pickup device 203 is being fixed to

the end-face plate 202 through the screw 204 so that an image pick-up side may counter opening of the

end-face plate 202.

[0005] [Conventional example [ of ** a 2nd ] (JP,61-135279,A)] drawing 8 is the block diagram

showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of the 2nd conventional example. Here,

metallic ornaments 302 are attached in the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 301 which

constitutes color-separation prism, on the other hand -- the image pick-up side side of a solid state image

pickup device 303 -- metallic ornaments 304 -- a screw 305 -- minding -- installation ****. Both the

metallic ornaments 302,304 are in the condition which positioned the solid state image pickup device

303 to the prism member 301, and are joined by solder in each projection piece 302a and 304a.

[0006] [Conventional example [ of ** a 3rd ] (JP,4-45343,B)] drawing 9 is the block diagram showing

the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of the 3rd conventional example. Here, a

stanchion 402 is set up by the both sides of the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 401 which

constitutes color-separation prism. Hole 403a is prepared in a solid state image pickup device 403.

Where fitting of the hole 403a is carried out to a stanchion 402, a soldered joint is performed in the

clearance between a stanchion 402 and a hole 403.

[0007] [Conventional example [ of ** a 4th ]
(P,5-37943,A)] drawing 10 is the block diagram showing

the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of the 4th conventional example. Here, the

connection holddown member 502 is attached in the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 501
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which constitutes color-separation prism, and a solid state image pickup device 503 makes an image

pick-up side counter the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 501, and is attached in the

connection holddown member 502. The prism member 501, the connection holddown member 502, and

a solid state image pickup device 503 and the connection holddown member 502 are pasted up with the

ultraviolet curing mold adhesives 504 and the ultraviolet curing mold adhesives 505, respectively. This

adhesion is performed as follows. That is, first, a solid state image pickup device 503 is positioned to the

prism member 501, next ultraviolet rays are irradiated in this condition at the ultraviolet curing mold

adhesives 504,505, and they are stiffened.

[0008] [Conventional example [ of ** a 5th ] (JP,4-290090,A)] drawing 1 1 is the block diagram

showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of the 5th conventional example. Here,

the direct solid state image pickup device 603 is fixed to the outgoing radiation side of the prism

member 601 which constitutes color-separation prism through the ultraviolet curing mold adhesives 602.

[0009] [Conventional example [ of ** a 6th ]
(JP,64-19889,A)] drawing 12 is the block diagram

showing the important section of the solid state camera of the 6th conventional example. Here, the base

702 of one apparatus is attached in the whole side face of the color-separation prism equipped with three

prism members 701. The CCD component assembly 705 is attached in a solid state image pickup device

703. The joint 704,705 which the metal put, respectively is formed in the clamp face of this CCD
component assembly 705 and the base 701, and it is joined by solder between that joint 704,705.

[0010]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, there was a problem as shown below in the above

1st thru/or the 6th conventional example.

[001 1] In the solid state camera of the 1st conventional example, since a solid state image pickup device

203 is fixed to the end-face plate 202 with a screw 204, the direction and range which can justify a solid

state image pickup device 203 will be limited. Moreover, when the volume change of a configuration

member arises by change of environmental temperature, a skid arises between a solid state image pickup

device 203 and the end-face plate 202, and location stability is bad.

[0012] the solid state camera of the 2nd conventional example and the 3rd conventional example - the

outgoing radiation side of the prism member 301,401 -- immobilization -- public funds -- implements

302a and 402 - installation and its immobilization - public funds -- a solid state image pickup device is

joined by solder to implements 302a and 402. Under the present circumstances, the prism member

301,401 which constitutes color-separation prism is heated by heat conduction, and a big heat distortion

occurs. For this reason, it is difficult to fix a solid state image pickup device 303,403 in a high location

precision. Moreover, a possibility that propagation and a solid state image pickup device 303,403 may

deteriorate, or heat may be damaged is in a solid state image pickup device 303,403.

[0013] moreover -- these solid state cameras -- immobilization « public funds -- immobilization of the

solid state image pickup device 303,403 to the prism member 301,401 of implements 302a and 402 in

the case of installation -- public funds - it is necessary to perform precise positioning [ in both cases of

the installation to implements 302a and 402 ]

[0014] In the solid state camera of the 4th conventional example and the 5th conventional example,

when dust and air bubbles mixed between the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 501,601, and

the solid state image pickup device 503,603, or when a solid state image pickup device 503,603 was

faulty, there was the need of redoing by removing a solid state image pickup device 503,603, but since

the solid state image pickup device 503,603 was being fixed with adhesives, repair was difficult. Since a

defect's probability becomes large in the form of a product especially in the case of a multi-plate type,

when it is easy to generate a defect compared with the veneer and becomes a defect, it is necessary to

dispose of even color-separation prism. Since color-separation prism is expensive, it becomes great

influencing it on a manufacturing cost

[0015] Moreover, since ultraviolet curing mold adhesives are used for immobilization of a solid state

image pickup device 503,603, if a glue line 504,505,602 is thickened, buildup of the location gap by the

volume change after lowering on the strength and hardening will pose a problem. Therefore, it will be
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necessary to make a glue line thin, and the direction and range which can justify a solid state image

pickup device 503,603 will be limited. If an adjustable range becomes narrow, the precision required of

a component part will become high, and cost will be raised.

[0016] three prism members 701 from which the solid state camera of the 6th conventional example

constitutes color-separation prism — the base 702 of one apparatus — installation and three prism

members 701 of the base 702 -- in case it is alike, respectively, and a solid state image pickup device

703 is fixed to a corresponding part with a pewter and one solid state image pickup device is fixed to it

at the base 702, a possibility that heat may occur [ propagation heat distortion etc. ] is in other parts.

Thus, if heat distortion occurs with heating of other parts, it will become difficult to perform alignment

of all the solid state image pickup devices 703 to accuracy.

[0017] Moreover, since the configurations seen from the junction location of each solid state image

pickup device 703 of the base 702 differ, conditions, such as heat capacity, will differ, the heat distortion

by heating at the time of pewter (low melting point metal) junction will become unequal, and a location

gap of each solid state image pickup device 703 will vary.

[0018] This invention is originated in view of such a situation, it is wide range and a solid state image

pickup device can be justified, and there are few location gaps by heat distortion, and they aim at

offering the good solid state camera of the repair workability at the time of defect generating.

[0019]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A solid state camera according to claim 1 is equipped with two or

more attachment components holding two or more solid state image pickup devices, and the joint

material of two or more abbreviation same configurations which are attached so that the side face of two

or more prism members may not be contacted mutually respectively independently, and are joined by

solder to an attachment component.

[0020] Two or more attachment components to which a solid state camera according to claim 2 holds

two or more solid state image pickup devices, Two or more joint material joined by solder according

[ are attached so that the side face of two or more prism members may not be contacted mutually

respectively independently, and ] to an attachment component and laser heating, it is
******** and a

laser beam does not carry out [ two or more joint material ] incidence to color-separation prism in the

case of laser heating — as -- two or more joint material whole -- the side-face whole of color-separation

prism — a wrap — it comes to be formed like.

[0021] As for the solid state camera according to claim 3, joint material has hollow structure.

[0022]

[Function] Since the solid state camera of claim 1 has prepared joint material in the side face of each

prism member of color-separation prism, the outgoing radiation side of a prism member can carry out

heat deformation in the case of immobilization of a solid state image pickup device, or it can control that

a solid state image pickup device carries out a thermal runaway.

[0023] Moreover, since this solid state camera is what carries out pewter immobilization of the

attachment component of a solid state image pickup device at the joint material prepared in the side face

of a prism member, it can move a solid state image pickup device in the various directions broadly in the

case of that pewter immobilization, and can be justified in a precision. Therefore, it is not necessary to

perform precise positioning and a production process can be simplified in processes other than this

pewter immobilization.

[0024] Furthermore, since joint material gets down independently for every prism member and does not

touch mutually, it is lost that other prism members are distorted with heating at the time of the soldered

joint to one joint material and attachment component.

[0025] Moreover, since the configuration of the joint material attached in each prism member is made

into the configuration of abbreviation identitas, those heat capacities can make the same an abbreviation

same next door and the soldered joint conditions of each solid state image pickup device. For this

reason, this junction process becomes easy.

[0026] With the solid state camera of claim 2, a laser beam is not irradiated by the prism member at the

time of a soldered joint according the whole side face of color-separation prism a wrap sake to laser
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heating ofjoint material and the attachment component of a solid state image pickup device by the

whole joint material attached in the side face of each prism member. For this reason, burning and the

dissolution of a location gap of a solid state image pickup device and prism resulting from the heat

distortion of a prism member can be prevented.

[0027] Since the joint material which pasted up the solid state camera of claim 3 on each block side face

of color-separation prism has hollow structure, compared with solid structure, heat conduction becomes

small. Therefore, heat conduction to color-separation prism becomes small, and the effect of heat

distortion is mitigated. Moreover, loss of the heat from the soldered joint section will decrease, and it

can join by shorter time amount.

[0028]

[Example] The example which applied one example of this invention to the 3 plate type CCD color

camera is explained below.

[0029] Drawing 1 is the image pick-up block plan of a 3 plate type CCD color camera. This CCD color

camera operates as follows.

[0030] Incidence of the image pick-up light P from a photographic subject is carried out to the color-

separation lens 99 equipped with three prism members 102 and the two mirrors side 122 through a lens

101. The image pick-up light P is divided into **** Pg, a blue light Pb, and red sunset Pr in respect of

[ 122 ] a mirror. Incidence of the Midori light Pg, a blue light Pb, and the red sunset Pr is carried out to

three CCD components 103 like drawing 1 , respectively. The photography image of a color is obtained

by compounding the photography signal of this three CCD component 103.

[003 1] Drawing 2 is the side elevation of the fixed portion of a CCD component. Drawing 3 is the

sectional view of the fixed portion. Drawing 1 thru/or drawing 3 are used for below, and the fixed

portion of the CCD component which is the description of this invention is explained to it at a detail.

[0032] In drawing, 104 is joint material stuck on the side face of each prism member 102 by adhesives

etc., and three joint material 104 serves as a configuration (in this example, it is considering as the

configuration doubled with the shape of beam of the laser beam 1 17 which performs laser heating

mentioned later) of abbreviation identitas. 105 is CCD metallic ornaments (attachment component in

claims 1 and 3) which hold the CCD component 103 with a screw, adhesives, etc., and 105a is the point.

106 is a pewter. 108 shows what attached the CCD metallic ornaments 105 in the above-mentioned

CCD component 103 (it is hereafter described as a CCD block).

[0033] As the joint material 104 is shown in drawing 3 , metallizing of metal layer 104b, and c and d is

carried out to the front face of ceramic member 104a. Ceramic member 104a has low thermal

conductivity compared with a metal, and it is used for it in order to make it not tell the heat with the

CCD metallic ornaments 105 mentioned later generated in the case of a soldered joint to the prism

member 102. Metal layer 104b, and c and d are a molybdenum (Mo) layer, a copper (Cu) layer, and a

nickel (nickel) layer, respectively. Further, Mo layer 104b of an eye is used in order to receive a porous

ceramic junction of other metal layers, titanium (ti), niobium (Nb), etc. are sufficient as it, and baking

etc. generates it. Copper layer 104c and 104d of nickel layers are used in order to raise temperature to

melting temperature quickly at the time of a soldered joint, and they are generated by plating etc.

[0034] The CCD metallic ornaments 105 break into the image pick-up side side of the CCD component

103 90 degrees, and are bent, and the point 105a opens spacing on the joint material 104, and is located

in parallel.

[0035] The mounting arrangement of the CCD component 103 in the solid state camera of this example

is explained based on drawing 1 thru/or drawing 4 below. Drawing 4 is the explanatory view showing

the positioning device of the CCD component 103, and simplifies and shows the color-separation prism

99 here.

[0036] ** While fixing the joint material 104 to three prism members 102 with adhesives etc., fix the

color-separation prism 99 to the image pick-up lens 101 through the prism base 100 (by drawing 4 ,

what is constituted by this immobilization [what is constituted by the prism base 100, the image pick-up

lens 101, the color-separation prism 99, and the joint material 104] is described as the lens block 107).

[0037] Moreover, three CCD components 103 are pasted up on the CCD metallic ornaments 105, and
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the CCD block 108 is produced.

[0038] ** Apply the paste-like pewter 106 to the plane of composition of all the joint material 104.

[0039] ** Fix the lens block 107 to the lens base 1 10 so that the pattern 109 for alignment can be

photoed. The pattern 109 for alignment is for detecting the location and inclination of the CCD
component 103, and can judge now the location and inclination of the CCD component 103 from the

image which photoed this pattern 109 for alignment with the CCD component 103.

[0040] Moreover, three CCD blocks 108 are attached at the head of 6 shaft manipulator 1 1 1 so that the

location and position adjustment of a three dimension can be performed every CCD component 103.

[0041] ** Photo an alignment pattern with the CCD component 103 of three CCD blocks 108, and input

the output image into a control section 1 12. And 6 shaft manipulator 1 1 1 is driven and the location of

the CCD block 108 of each color is adjusted so that dotage, an inclination, etc. may not be in each image

and a predetermined location may be overlapped. Point 105a of the CCD metallic ornaments 105 can

perform this adjustment by within the limits on the joint material 104. This range is range quite larger

than the conventional example.

[0042] ** From the source 1 13 of laser, irradiate a laser beam 1 17 at three joint material 104 of the lens

block 107, and point 105a, heat and melt a pewter 106, with the condition after adjustment maintained,

and perform junction of the joint material 104 and the CCD metallic ornaments 105. Although heating

of a pewter 106 can be performed also except the approach of using a laser beam, if a laser beam 1 17 is

used like this example, partial heating is easily possible, without causing the location gap by contact.

However, at this time, the component of the joint circumference expands with the heat of a laser beam

117, and there is a possibility of becoming the cause of a location gap.

[0043] Immobilization of the CCD component 103 is performed by the process of ** of a more than -

**. In this example, since the joint material 104 is attached in the side face of three prism members 102,

in the process of the above-mentioned **, the outgoing radiation side of the prism member 102 can carry

out heat deformation, or it can control that the CCD component 103 carries out a thermal runaway.

[0044] Moreover, since it is possible to move the CCD component 103 in all the directions broadly at

the time of positioning in the process of the above-mentioned **, in this process, it can justify in all the

directions at a precision. Therefore, it is not necessary to perform precise positioning in processes other

than the process of this ** (installation of the joint material 104 in the process of the above-mentioned
** etc.). For this reason, the number of precision processes can be lessened conventionally and the

production process of a solid state camera can be simplified.

[0045] furthermore, since the joint material 104 resembles three prism members 102, respectively,

separates into them independently and is prepared, other parts heat by soldered joint of one certain joint

material 104 and the CCD metallic ornaments 105 -- having -- heat - a variation rate is not started For

this reason, positioning of the CCD component 103 can be performed easily.

[0046] Moreover, since the configuration of three joint material 104 is made into the configuration of

abbreviation identitas, those heat capacities can make the same the soldered joint conditions of an

abbreviation same next door and each CCD component 103.

[0047] Moreover, since the pewter 106 is performing junction to the joint material 104 and the CCD
metallic ornaments 105, when the completed CCD camera is made into a defect by the nonconformity of

some components, it is possible to fuse the pewter 106 of a joint, to separate the CCD block 108 and the

lens block 107, and to repair easily.

[0048] In addition, in order to lessen more heat conduction to the prism member 102 at the time of a

soldered joint, as for the joint material 104, it is desirable that it is the hollow structure. Drawing 5 is

drawing showing the structure of this joint material, (a) is a plan and (b) is a side elevation. 120 in a side

elevation shows the cavernous section. With such structure, the heat by pewter heating on the joint

material 104 becomes possible [ propagation-coming to be hard through the color-separation prism 99,

and reducing the location gap by heat distortion ].

[0049] It is not what is restricted to this in the above-mentioned example although the thing of the

configuration of abbreviation identitas is used as three joint material 104. If it constitutes so that the

whole side face of the color-separation prism 99 may be thoroughly covered by three joint material It is
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lost that a laser beam 1 17 is irradiated by the color-separation prism 99 in the process of above **, and it

becomes possible the location gap by the heat distortion of the prism member 102, and to prevent heat

disadvantage and the dissolution.

[0050] Drawing 6 is drawing showing the configuration of such joint material 1 14, and drawing where

(a) saw from the direction vertical to the side face of the color-separation prism 99, and (b) are the A-A'

sectional views of (a). Joint material 1 14r, and g and b have the side-face configuration of the

corresponding prism member 102, and the side-face configuration of abbreviation identitas, respectively.

Moreover, the cross section of a part where joint material 1 14r, and g and b adjoin other joint material

1 14r, and g and b has a concavo-convex configuration. That is, joint material 1 14r, and g and b are seen

from a direction vertical to the side face of the color-separation prism 99, and overlap. For this reason,

the laser beam 1 17 in the process of above ** is not irradiated by the color-separation prism 99.

Moreover, since joint material 1 14r, and g and b do not touch mutually, heat is not transmitted among
them and they can acquire the same effectiveness as the solid state camera of drawing 1 .

[0051]

[Effect of the Invention] Since joint material is prepared in each prism member side face in the solid

state camera according to claim 1, it is rare for the outgoing radiation side of a prism member to carry

out heat deformation in the case of immobilization of a solid state image pickup device, or for a solid

state image pickup device to carry out a thermal runaway.

[0052] Since a solid state image pickup device can be broadly moved in the various directions in the

case ofjunction to the attachment component of a solid state image pickup device, and joint material and

it can justify in a precision, it becomes unnecessary moreover, to perform precision adjustment in other

production processes.

[0053] Furthermore, since joint material has dissociated [joint material ] for every prism member, it is

lost with heating at the time of the soldered joint by one prism member that other prism members are

distorted, and it becomes possible to carry out positioning of a solid state image pickup device to

stability.

[0054] Moreover, since the configuration ofjoint material is made into the configuration of abbreviation

identitas, those heat capacities can make the same the soldered joint conditions in an abbreviation same

next door and each joint material.

[0055] In a solid state camera according to claim 2, since he is trying to cover the whole side face of

color-separation prism by the whole joint material, a laser beam is not irradiated by color-separation

prism at the time of the soldered joint by laser heating ofjoint material and the attachment component of

a solid state image pickup device, but burning and the dissolution of a location gap of a solid state image

pickup device and prism resulting from the heat distortion of a prism member can be prevented.

[0056] In a solid state camera according to claim 3, since joint material is made into hollow structure,

heat conduction to color-separation prism becomes small, and the effect of heat distortion is mitigated.

Moreover, loss of the heat from the soldered joint section will decrease, and it can join by shorter time

amount.

[Translation done.]
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3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Dfamngjj It is the block diagram of the 3 plate CCD color camera image pick-up block concerning

one example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the side elevation showing the structure of the fixed portion of the solid state image

pickup device of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is the sectional view showing the structure of the fixed portion of the solid state image

pickup device of drawing 1 .

©rawing. 4], It is drawing explaining the fixed approach of a solid state image pickup device.

[Drawing 5] It is drawing showing other examples of the configuration ofjoint material.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing showing the example of further others of the configuration ofjoint material.

[Drawing 7] It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 1st conventional example.

[Drawing 8] It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 2nd conventional example.

[Drawing.9J It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 3rd conventional example.

ODrawin^J.0] It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 4th conventional example.

[Drawing 1 1] It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 5th conventional example.

[Drawing 12] It is the block diagram showing the fixed portion of the solid state image pickup device of

the 6th conventional example.

[Description of Notations]

99 Col or-Separation Prism

102 Prism Member
103 Solid State Image Pickup Device (CCD Component)

104 Joint Material

105 CCD Metallic Ornaments

105a CCD metallic-ornaments point

106 Pewter (Low Melting Point Metal)

1 14r, 1 14g, 1 14b Joint material

120 Cavernous Section

[Translation done ]
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